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Chapter 191 Heavenly Demon Scale 

After saying goodbye to Su Ya’er, Lu Benwei returned to the dormitory. 

Through her, he learned that the wolf cub needed a heavenly treasure called the Heavenly Demon Scale 

to break through the bottleneck. 

This material could be exchanged with credits or hunter coins in the Resource Center. Lu Benwei was 

not in a hurry and planned to go to the Resource Center tomorrow. 

The night passed uneventfully. 

Lu Benwei skipped the second class and went to the Resource Center. However, when he saw the 

credits required for the scale, he was dumbfounded. 

!! 

“A million academic credits?” 

Lu Benwei was speechless. 

Since entering the school, he had received many rewards, but even if he used all his money, he was still 

50,000 away from one million credits! 

Lu Benwei rubbed his temples and said to himself, “The next batch of resources will be distributed next 

month. The wolf cub’s cultivation cannot be delayed.” 

After pondering for a moment, Lu Benwei decided to collect some credits. The best way to do so was to 

complete bounty missions. 

There were different difficulty levels from low to high. They were E, D, C, B, A, S, SS, and SSS! 

The higher the level of the mission, the more generous the rewards. Other than academic credits, there 

were also physical rewards. Especially the SSS-rank missions, the credit reward alone was as much as 

100,000! 

… 

Lu Benwei came to the mission hall and first saw many windows. Above the window in the middle, a 

huge LCD screen hung, and on the screen, mission information rolled out. 

It was already past eight in the morning. There were quite a few students in the mission hall. They were 

all huddled together, watching, and discussing. 

Lu Benwei also went up to check it with the other students. 

[C-rank mission: While delivering the school’s letter, you’ll pass through the vicious monster forest. 

There will be a certain amount of danger.] 

[Mission requirement: Level 30, combat class, and a certain amount of combat experience.] 

[Mission reward: 500,000 gold coins and 1,000 academic credits.] 



… 

[B-rank mission: Find the overflowing monsters outside the dark moon secret realm.] 

[Mission requirement: No level limit. You may need to look for clues. High intelligence required.] 

[Mission reward: 1,000,000 gold coins and 3,000 academic credits (determined by mission completion)] 

… 

[A-rank mission: Capture the main culprit of the level-40 soldier’s murder case. Kill him if necessary.] 

[Mission requirement: Level 40. Two or more people are recommended to form a team. Combat power 

must be high.] 

[Mission reward: 5,000,000 gold coins and 1,0000 credits.] 

Lu Benwei looked at it for a while and could not help but frown. “Why are the levels of these missions so 

low?” 

A senior student beside him turned his head to look at him and said in surprise. “Boy, you still think this 

is low? That A-rank mission is said to be level 40, but if you have two people, and they’re both level 45, 

do you dare to take it?” 

At this time, the senior student noticed the freshman school badge on Lu Benwei’s chest and suddenly 

laughed. 

“The freshmen these days are really arrogant. They think that there’s a Lu Benwei among you, so they’re 

so arrogant. Wait, Lu Benwei?!” 

As the senior spoke, he suddenly quivered and swallowed his saliva. “You’re Lu Benwei?” 

Lu Benwei nodded with an indifferent expression. 

Instantly, the entire hall was in an uproar. 

“It really is Lu Benwei!” 

“What’s he doing in the mission center? Is he also lacking credits?” 

“What are you still talking about? Hurry up and make way for him!” 

The crowd discussed and opened a window for Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei did not hesitate and immediately came to a window. 

“Besides A-rank missions, are there any SSS-rank missions?” 

The people who were in charge of registering missions at the mission center were all odd-job workers 

hired from outside the university. 

The person at the window in front of Lu Benwei was a woman who was 20 years older than him. Hearing 

that Lu Benwei was going to accept an SSS-rank mission, the woman blinked her eyes quickly. 

“Are you sure you want to take an SSS-rank mission?” 



Working at Zhejiang Hunter University, the woman had more or less heard of Lu Benwei. ‘Isn’t he just a 

freshman? Is he as amazing as the rumors say?’ the woman thought in disdain. 

“No, don’t have!” the woman replied coldly. 

“You haven’t looked for it yet. Why do you say you don’t have it?” Lu Benwei frowned. 

When the woman heard this, she immediately turned her head and rolled her eyes. In the next second, 

her fingers quickly tapped on the keyboard, extremely impatient. 

“There isn’t any!” Then, she pushed the computer screen and aimed it at Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei took a look and saw that the SSS-rank mission page was indeed blank. 

“Sigh!” 

Lu Benwei was a little disappointed. Not only did he not receive the quest, but he was also despised. Just 

as he was about to leave, Lu Benwei glanced at a rolling message on the computer monitor. 

Current number of missions: 18 E-rank, 29 D-rank, and 1 SS-rank! 

‘The SS-rank mission credits should be around 50,000, right?’ Lu Benwei thought to himself, ‘It’s just 

enough, but after I complete it, I’ll have to exchange for the Heavenly Demon Scales. I’ll have to rely on 

Chu Yan’s help for the rest of my life.’ 

Lu Benwei’s mouth showed a bitter smile. The reason why he accepted the SSS-rank mission was that 

SS-rank missions were only enough for him to exchange for the Heavenly Demon Scales. After that, Lu 

Benwei would not even have enough to eat. 

“Do you still want to accept the mission?” The woman knocked on the table impatiently and pulled the 

monitor back. “Don’t delay the others.” 

“Let’s take a look at that SS-rank mission first,” Lu Benwei helplessly replied. 

The woman continued to type quickly on the keyboard and suddenly let out a cry. 

“This mission, how could it be an SS-rank mission?” 

The woman’s cry immediately attracted the attention of many colleagues, who leaned over to look. The 

moment everyone saw the mission, they frowned. 

A man with a big belly came out from backstage and ran to the woman’s computer to take a look. 

“Motherf*cker, who reviewed this mission? This shouldn’t be done by students! Fortunately, we 

discovered it in time. Otherwise, what would we do if something happened?” The big-bellied man 

rapped the table. 

Lu Benwei was suddenly curious and asked, “What mission?” 

The big-bellied man suddenly turned around and saw that the person who asked was Lu Benwei. His 

face suddenly burst into a smile. 



“It’s Lu Benwei! It’s like this. This mission was a mistake made by our reviewer. It shouldn’t have been 

entered into the mission system.” 

“Teacher, can you tell me what the mission is?” Lu Benwei repeated. 

Seeing Lu Benwei’s insistence, the big-bellied man had no choice but to answer honestly, “It’s a rescue 

mission, and the mission’s publisher is the Jiujiang City government. Perhaps Jiujiang City is desperate,” 

the pot-bellied man said after a pause, “The mission requires us to go to the Wushui secret realm and 

rescue a group of people. Usually, when this happens, it’s definitely not something that you students 

should interfere with.” 

“I want to take it,” Lu Benwei replied. 

Chapter 192 Wushui Secret Realm 

The big-bellied man was stunned for a moment before he stammered, “Lu Benwei, I know you’re strong, 

but this is a rescue mission in the Wushui secret realm. What if you fail?” 

The Wushui Secret Realm was a secret realm located in the southeast. Powerful level-40 monsters 

roamed the land. Only those who had reached level 40 and were already second transition experts could 

enter. 

If even a level-40 second transition expert was in danger, it was enough to prove how dangerous the 

Wushui Secret Realm was. 

“Since this mission has already been issued, there’s nothing wrong with me coming to receive it, right?” 

Lu Benwei said faintly. 

“Tsk, for the sake of your safety, you’re still acting tough.” 

!! 

The woman from before was very disdainful and did not put Lu Benwei in her eyes from the beginning to 

the end. 

“Since you want to go so much, I’ll just let you go.” 

Then, the woman took the mouse and registered Lu Benwei’s quest. 

The big-bellied man, who was also the person in charge of the mission center, was dumbfounded. His 

face was instantly filled with anger. 

“Is there something wrong with your brain? Don’t you know who he is?” 

The woman was still very disdainful and said, “He’s just a magician who’s famous in our school. I don’t 

believe he’ll dare to go to the Wushui Secret Realm.” 

The person in charge’s eyes almost popped out of their sockets. The anger on his face was obvious as he 

cursed the woman. 

Lu Benwei shook his head and left. As soon as he stepped out of the mission center, Lu Benwei’s phone 

received a message. 



[Ding, the SS-rank mission you have applied for has been approved. Please set off immediately.] 

“So fast?” Lu Benwei was stunned. 

The application he submitted was full of drama. He thought that the big-bellied man would cancel the 

application, but it was approved. 

At this time, Lu Benwei received a message from Chen Yuan. 

“Have a safe journey.” 

“I see,” Lu Benwei mumbled to himself, then went to the teaching building to ask for leave from Li 

Muchen and Liu Yi. 

… 

At the entrance of the Wushui Secret Realm. 

The vice-principal of East Ocean Hunter University was running around anxiously at the entrance. 

“How did this happen? What kind of monster is causing trouble?” 

With his hands behind his back, he bent his back and paced back and forth. 

East Ocean Hunter University was a hunter university in Jiujiang City. Although it was not as famous as 

the nine hunter universities in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, it was still very famous in the Dragon Kingdom. 

It was East Ocean Hunter University who had issued the rescue mission. It had lost contact with a group 

of students and their teacher. 

According to the person who came out of the Wushui secret realm, the teacher and students were 

trapped in an area by a monster. 

This area was very strange. Hunters above level 45 could not break through even if they used powerful 

skills. On the other hand, people below level 45 could be unimpeded. 

The officials of Jiujiang City had issued a rescue mission to the other hunter universities on behalf of East 

Ocean Hunter University. 

However, after knowing the details of the mission, none of the students dared to go deep into the secret 

realm. A monster that could create such a spatial seal was definitely not ordinary. 

The vice-principal of East Ocean Hunter University said to his peers impatiently, “Why don’t we go and 

beg Chen Yuan and the Ice Dragon Army? Let him lead his men and break the blockade with us.” 

The person beside him swallowed his saliva and said, “Vice Principal, are you sure you won’t hurt 

Teacher Li and the others?” 

The vice principal was stunned. It was also very easy to forcibly tear open the sealed space. A few high-

level experts could do it by joining forces. However, this would undoubtedly hurt the students inside. 

“Headmaster Chen Yuan just sent us a message,” someone said, “He said that he’s sent a very powerful 

student to help Teacher Li and the others.” 



“A very powerful student?” The vice principal frowned. “Can he enter the sealed space?” 

At that moment, a student wearing the uniform of the Zhejiang Hunter University came into the vice 

principal’s sight. 

He had sword-like eyebrows and star-like eyes, and he had an imposing appearance. One look and one 

could tell that he was the student that Chen Yuan had mentioned. 

The vice principal’s eyes lit up, and hope was ignited in his heart. 

“Hello, are you the student from Zhejiang Hunter University who came to rescue our students?” The vice 

principal immediately went up to him. 

Lu Benwei immediately recognized the man as the vice principal of East Ocean Hunter University. On his 

way here, he had already understood the mission’s details. 

“Hello, Vice Principal. I’m the helper sent by Principal Chen Yuan,” Lu Benwei replied respectfully. 

The vice principal of East Ocean Hunter University nodded. “You’re really young. Are you in your third or 

fourth year?” 

Lu Benwei pondered for a while before saying, “My name is Lu Benwei, I’m a freshman this year.” 

“First-year student? Heroes indeed come from the young. Wait a minute, first-year student?!” The vice 

principal was still praising him, but he immediately realized that something was wrong. 

The other teachers at East Ocean Hunter University were also shocked, and the atmosphere became 

tense. 

“Lu Benwei, are you at level 40?” the vice-principal swallowed and asked. 

“Right, I just completed my class change not long ago.” Lu Benwei nodded. 

The people from East Ocean Hunter University gasped. To be able to complete the second stage class 

transition in less than a semester as a first-year student, was truly terrifying! 

At East Ocean Hunter University, the second class change was usually in the fourth year. For a first-year 

student to be able to change his class at this time, it was enough to show his strength! 

‘No wonder they are one of the nine hunter universities. We can’t compare to them,’ the people from 

East Ocean Hunter University exclaimed in their hearts. 

“Vice Principal, can you give me a list of the trapped people and a map of the Wushui Secret Realm?” Lu 

Benwei asked. 

The vice principal immediately took out the list of people he had prepared. 

Lu Benwei took a look and his expression immediately changed. 

“Alright, I’ll go deep into the secret realm now.” 

One of the trapped members of East Ocean Hunter University was an old friend of his. 

Lu Benwei decided not to wait any longer and arrived at the entrance of the secret realm in a flash. 



“Lu Benwei, I haven’t asked you what your class is,” the vice-principal called out to him. 

Lu Benwei stopped and turned back. “Magician.” Then, he entered the Wushui Secret Realm. 

Everyone’s expression froze, and the corners of their mouths twitched. Magician? 

“Vice Principal, should we go after him? Isn’t it suicide for a magician to enter the Wushui Secret 

Realm?” someone whispered in his ear. 

The vice principal of East Ocean Hunter University was very anxious. 

“No need, Chen Yuan shouldn’t have made a mistake. If you want to say that he’s weak, then he’s a 

magician. To be able to complete the second transition at such a young age, it’s enough to show that his 

strength is extraordinary.” 

Chapter 193 Meeting Yang Xiaofei Again 

Yang Xiaofei, Lu Benwei’s childhood sweetheart. The two of them grew up together. When Yang Xiaofei 

was in ninth grade, her family moved to Jiujiang City and Lu Benwei cut off all contact with her. 

When Lu Benwei first stepped into Jiujiang City, he ran into Yang Xiaofei in a shopping mall. 

Later, because Lu Benwei announced his class, he was ridiculed by Yang Xiaofei’s best friends, Xu 

Ningning, and the bootlicker Mu Hai. After that, he and Yang Xiaofei parted on bad terms. 

At this moment, she was hiding in a cave with Mu Hai and the teacher-in-charge, Mu Wende. They were 

all seriously injured and in a sorry state. 

Yang Xiaofei squatted on the block, covered her face, and sobbed softly. “Teacher Mu, are we really 

going to ignore the other students?” 

“You can’t even save your own life, and you still have the time to care about others?” Mu Wende 

frowned and waved his hand. 

As soon as he finished speaking, there was a loud bang, followed by a scream. A poor student at East 

Ocean Hunter University was stomped into a pulp. 

The monster outside the cave was called the Gem Elephant, and its body was inlaid with all kinds of 

gems. It had a huge body and could use all kinds of gems to release different powers. 

Yang Xiaofei had once witnessed a student being stepped into a meat pie in front of her eyes. When she 

heard the scream, she could not help covering her mouth and retching. 

Mu Hai listened patiently. “Alright, alright. Lower your voice. We’ll be discovered by the ferocious 

monster in a while.” 

Yang Xiaofei could not listen at all. Her body trembled violently because of fear. Her clothes were 

already worn out, revealing her fair skin. 

Mu Hai let out a heavy sigh and turned his head to ask, “Second Uncle, do you think we can go out?” 

Mu Wende was Mu Hai’s second uncle. Otherwise, with her and Yang Xiaofei’s levels, it would have 

been impossible for them to enter the Wushui Secret Realm. 



“Sigh… I don’t know either.” Mu Wende’s mouth was dry. He had been trapped for many days, and his 

heart had long been in despair. 

Suddenly, his eyes became lecherous as he stared at the sobbing Yang Xiaofei. Yang Xiaofeng’s clothes 

were torn, and she was shaking as she sobbed. 

In such a closed-off environment, his hormones were secreting wildly, and Mu Wende could not help 

but swallow his saliva. 

At this moment, Mu Hai noticed his second uncle’s strange behavior. He followed his gaze and was 

suddenly stunned. 

“It’s really big!” Mu Hai could not help but comment. 

Yang Xiaofei was immediately alerted by this comment. Seeing Mu Wende and Mu Hai’s lecherous 

gazes, Yang Xiaofei’s heart suddenly trembled, and she hurriedly covered her chest with her hands. 

“Turn around, you’re not allowed to look!” Yang Xiaofei said angrily. 

The two of them laughed lewdly. 

“Second Uncle, I have a bold idea,” Mu Hai said with a lecherous smile. 

“Nephew, speak.” Mu Wende’s drool was flowing out, and he took a deep breath. 

“Why don’t we use the girl to attract their attention, and we can take the chance to escape?” Mu Hai 

laughed lecherously as he suggested, “But before that, we can play with this woman until she’s rotten. 

Then, we can follow our plan.” 

Mu Wende licked his lips. “Good idea. Even if we don’t get out, it’s not a loss to taste such a delicious 

dish before we die.” 

“Even if you die under a peony flower, you’ll still be a romantic ghost.” The two of them laughed wildly. 

Yang Xiaofeng’s looks could not be said to be devastatingly beautiful, but no one would doubt that she 

was a beautiful woman. In school, other than Mu Hai, there were also many boys who treated her as 

their dream lover. 

Yang Xiaofei clutched her chest, her eyes full of fear. “You guys can’t do this.” 

“Teacher Mu, you’re a teacher. You can’t do such things to your students.” 

Yang Xiaofei’s instinctive fear made her retreat continuously, but behind her was the cave wall covered 

with moss. There was no way out. 

“Mu Hai, don’t you like me? Do you want me to hate you forever?” 

“Shut up!” Mu Hai’s expression changed on the spot as he shouted out sternly. 

“You still have the face to bring this up? Just thinking about it makes me angry. You’ve been hanging on 

to me all this time. Do you really think I can’t tell? You’ve finally fallen into my hands today!” 

“Slap!” A crisp sound sounded. 



Yang Xiaofei swung her arm and left a red mark on Mu Hai’s face. 

Mu Hai was furious. “You b*tch! You dare to hit me?! No one has ever dared to slap me in my life.” 

After he finished speaking, Mu Hai rounded his arms and retaliated. 

“Slap!” 

Mu Hai’s strength was much greater than Yang Xiaofei’s. With one palm, Yang Xiaofei turned a circle in 

the air and fell to the ground. In the next second, Mu Hai sat on top of her and raised both his hands. 

“Slap!” 

“Slap!” 

Mu Hai hit Yang Xiaofei’s face from the left and right, and the sound of slapping could be heard. 

Yang Xiaofei’s face was swollen. Mu Wende’s heart ached for her, and he persuaded, “Nephew, that’s 

enough. Don’t beat her until she can’t open her mouth.” 

Mu Hai stopped, but he still did not feel relieved. He spat on Yang Xiaofei’s face fiercely. 

Yang Xiaofei could not speak after being hit. She did not even have the strength to shout. Her mouth 

was slightly open, her eyes rolled back, and she trembled. 

“Aren’t you afraid of attracting the Gem Elephant?” A voice came from behind Mu Hai and Mu Wende. 

Mu Hai waved his hand and said, “Don’t be afraid. This cave is very hidden. The Gem Elephant won’t be 

able to hear us. 

The moment he finished speaking, Mu Hai and Mu Wende immediately turned around. A young man 

stood behind them, his eyes filled with endless death intent. 

The two of them were so scared that they sat on the ground. This was an instinctive reaction of the 

brain after being caught doing something bad. 

Mu Hai raised his head and looked at the young man who was about the same age as him. He felt that 

he was a little familiar. 

“And you are…?” 

“Lu Benwei?” 

Yang Xiaofei recognized him and smiled happily. The next second, her smile disappeared, and she turned 

around to cover her body. 

From the bottom of her heart, she did not want her childhood sweetheart to see her in such a sorry 

state. 

Lu Benwei nodded slightly and took out a coat from his storage ring. He walked past Mu Hai and his 

nephew and put the coat on Yang Xiaofei. 

Yang Xiaofei looked at him gratefully. She was about to speak when she was interrupted by Mu Hai’s 

cold laughter. 



“I was wondering who it was. It’s yang Xiaofei’s trash childhood sweetheart, the magician Lu Benwei. 

Oh, I almost forgot. You’re from Zhejiang Hunter University, so you’re not that useless.” 

Mu Wende also got a general idea of what was going on. He sneered and said, “Magician from Zhejiang 

Hunter University? If you were of any other class, we might be afraid of you. It’s a pity that you’re only a 

magician.” 

As he spoke, Mu Wende’s old face darkened. “Kid, be smart and go to the cave entrance to get some 

wind. If the Gem Elephant comes, let us know.” 

“Slap!” 

Before Mu Wende could finish his sentence, Lu Benwei slapped him. Everyone was dumbfounded. 

Mu Wende was furious. Just as he was about to shout and ask, he found a hard item in his mouth. When 

he spat it out, it turned out to be a front tooth. 

Chapter 194 The Temple of Judgment 

“You brat, you dared to knock out my front teeth!” Mu Wende flew into a rage. 

In the next second, a brilliant magic halo rose from under his feet. A powerful skill was charging up. 

“Shatter!” 

Lu Benwei’s arm shook and his palm broke Mu Wende’s Magic Halo, shattering it like glass. Everyone 

was stunned. The Magic Halo was shattered? 

In an era where everyone changed their classes, there was indeed such a rumor. As long as one person 

was strong enough, he could definitely do it. 

Was this kid a magician? How could a magician’s physical strength be so great? 

Doubt! 

He did not understand! 

It was unbelievable! 

With a puzzled mind, Mu Wende once again shouted, “Fire Magic-fireball!” 

Suddenly, the temperature in the cave became extremely hot. One breath was like breathing in a ball of 

fire. This was the scene before the fireball had condensed, which was extremely terrifying. 

Only magicians who had reached level 50 could do this, using elemental power with ease. Mu Wende 

was a powerful level-50 Fire Magician! 

“Shatter!” 

With another crisp sound, Lu Benwei waved his hand and shattered the magic ring. The temperature in 

the space also dropped abruptly. 

Mu Wende fiercely sucked in a breath of cold air, and his teeth could not stop chattering. 



“Bang!” 

There was another crisp sound, and Mu Wende’s body was sent flying, spinning 360 degrees in the air. 

Mu Wende fell to the ground with a bang. He could not help but retch, and in the end, he spat out 

another tooth. 

Mu Hai and Yang Xiaofei were dumbfounded. Was this something a magician could do? 

“Mu Hai, what are you doing? Quickly help me deal with this person!” Mu Wende shouted as he lay on 

the ground. 

Mu Hai suddenly regained his senses and summoned a steel staff. He was a Battle Magician and was 

very good at hand-to-hand combat. This small space was the perfect place for him to show off his 

strength. 

“Go to hell!” 

The steel staff in his hand glowed with a crystal-like light. His power had reached its peak at this 

moment. 

Mu Hai aimed at Lu Benwei’s head and swung it fiercely. The steel staff left afterimages in the air, 

moving at an extremely fast speed. 

Yang Xiaofei was shocked. She wanted to warn Lu Benwei, but it was too late to open her mouth. She 

closed her eyes. 

In the next second, she suddenly heard Mu Hai’s wailing, and then she heard the muffled sound of a 

stone breaking. She opened her eyes again. 

Mu Hai was hit against the wall by Lu Benwei. 

“Urghh.” 

This was Mu Hai’s powerless wail. His four limbs had long been shattered into pieces, and he had to rely 

on a wheelchair for the rest of his life. 

On the other side, Mu Wende’s scalp went numb as he watched, and he blinked wildly. 

“Devil, devil! You’re the devil!” He sat on the ground, paralyzed, and his legs trembled as he crawled on 

the ground. 

Lu Benwei did not talk nonsense with him and raised his foot to kick him. Mu Wende was kicked to the 

wall by Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei frowned. “With your strength, you can’t even apply for guards at the entrance of Zhejiang 

Hunter University.” 

As a Fire Magician, Mu Wende’s strength was not outstanding, so he was easily dealt with by Lu Benwei. 

Seeing that the two had completely lost their fighting ability, Lu Benwei clapped his hands in 

satisfaction. 



Behind him, Yang Xiaofei’s beautiful eyes glistened. She wanted to congratulate Lu Benwei, but when 

she turned around and thought of the day she humiliated Lu Benwei in the mall, she found it hard to 

open her mouth. 

However, on second thought, Lu Benwei was willing to go deep into this dangerous Wushui secret realm 

to save her, so she did not feel embarrassed anymore. 

“Lu Benwei, you’re the best!” 

Yang Xiaofei saw a few seniors looking at Lu Benwei timidly at the entrance of the cave. 

“God Lu, can we go now?” 

Yang Xiaofei was instantly shocked and said in a panic, “Seniors, come in quickly. Aren’t you afraid that 

the Gem Elephant will find you?” 

The few seniors waved their hands and said, “The Gem Elephant was taken care of by God Lu Benwei.” 

“The Gem Elephant was taken care of by God Lu Benwei?” 

“Yes, and it was easily resolved!” 

Yang Xiaofei’s brain was about to explode. The Gem Elephant was a level-55 monster. With the addition 

of the strange gems on its body, its strength was much stronger than the monsters of the same level! 

Lu Benwei had taken care of it? 

Mu Wende and Mu Hai were embedded in the wall. When they heard what everyone said, their mouths 

were wide open in shock, and their bodies trembled madly. The two of them finally realized what kind of 

existence they had provoked. 

At this moment, the crowd finally noticed the two people on the wall. 

“Eh, Teacher Mu Wende, Student Mu Hai, what happened to you two?” 

“These two wanted to rape Yang Xiaofei, but I stopped them,” Lu Benwei said coldly. 

Then, Lu Benwei looked at Yang Xiaofei. She immediately understood what he meant. She took a step 

forward and explained everything that had just happened. 

When everyone heard this, they looked at the wounds on Yang Xiaofei’s body and instantly believed her. 

“I really didn’t expect Teacher Mu Wende and Student Mu Hai to be such scumbags! 

“Damn it, this kind of person should be handed over to the Temple of Judgement!” 

For a time, the crowd was excited and wanted to send the two to the Temple of Judgement. 

“I’ve already beaten them to a pulp, you just need to bring them there,” Lu Benwei said, “The Gem 

Elephant is dead. We can go now.” 

When everyone heard this, they pulled Mu Wende and Mu Hai down from the wall. 



Someone found two thick wooden sticks. Mu Wende and Mu Hai each had one. Their limbs were tied up 

and they were carried out of the secret realm by the crowd. 

Yang Xiaofei tried to approach Lu Benwei several times, but she was pushed back by the other seniors. 

“Lu Benwei, which school did you graduate from?” 

“Almighty, do you have a partner? If you don’t…” 

“God Lu Benwei, what’s your class? Why are you so powerful?” 

Lu Benwei was surrounded in the middle and casually answered everyone’s questions. 

On the other side, the vice principal of East Ocean Hunter University was pacing back and forth at the 

entrance of the secret realm, looking at his watch. At first, he was still full of confidence and told 

everyone to stay calm. After a long while, there was still no movement from the secret realm, and he 

began to become impatient. 

When it was close to evening, the vice principal finally could not help but ask, “It seems that I was too 

naive to place my hope in the hands of a magician.” 

“Vice Principal, what do you mean?” someone asked. 

The vice president took a deep breath and waved his hand. “Contact the Ice Dragon Army and prepare 

to forcefully break the seal! 

As soon as he finished speaking, the dimensional passage at the entrance of the secret realm flashed, 

and a few familiar figures came out from it. 

They were the students who were saved by Lu Benwei. When they saw the familiar teachers, they 

immediately swarmed into their arms. 

“The students at Zhejiang Hunter University are indeed terrifying!” the vice principal exclaimed. The 

next second, he saw Lu Benwei come out with the rest of the students, and his pupils shrank. 

Chapter 195 I Have Someone Backing Me Up! 

They saw Mu Hai and Mu Wende being tied to two long wooden sticks and carried out by a group of 

students. 

“What is this?” The vice principal of East Ocean Hunter University was confused. 

Yang Xiaofei immediately went up to him and told him everything that had happened. 

“This…” 

For a moment, the vice principal fell into silence, unable to make a decision. 

At this time, Lu Benwei said, “Vice Principal, according to the Dragon Kingdom’s laws, everyone has the 

right to punish those who attack their own people in the secret realm. Moreover, this pair of uncle and 

nephew have violated the rules.” 



The vice principal pondered for a while and said, “That’s right, let’s send them to the Temple of 

Judgement.” 

When Mu hai and his nephew heard this, they immediately broke down. 

“Vice Principal, please reconsider! This kid is full of nonsense. How can you trust an outsider?” 

“Don’t be fooled by him! This kid is the real culprit! He’s the one who trapped us in the Wushui secret 

realm!” 

To save their lives, Mu Hai and his nephew talked nonsense. 

Lu Benwei immediately said coldly, “You’re slandering me! There are witnesses and evidence. Do you 

still have the face to deny it?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Yang Xiaofei stood up and showed the wounds on her body. The marks 

on her body all indicated that she was related to Mu Hai and his nephew. The evidence was as solid as a 

mountain, and there was no room for quibbling! 

The vice principal’s expression also became very serious. “Mu Wende, as a teacher at our school, not 

only did you not play an educational role and protect the students’ safety, but you commit such a crime. 

You should be judged at the Temple of Judgment.” 

He paused for a moment before he continued, “Mu Hai, as a student of our school, you have committed 

such a heinous crime. You’ll be expelled immediately!” 

The vice president gulped and turned to Lu Benwei. “Lu Benwei, Yang Xiaofei, you two can take these 

two to the Temple of Judgment. I still need to do some work to appease them.” 

Lu Benwei refused. 

Yang Xiaofei’s eyes lit up and said, “Yes, Vice Principal. After all, we’re both involved. We should be 

witnesses.” 

The vice principal nodded and said to Lu Benwei, “In that case, I’ll have to trouble student Lu Benwei to 

make that trip. After I calm the students down, I’ll definitely go to Zhejiang Hunter University to thank 

you.” 

Lu Benwei shrugged and agreed. He stretched out his left and right hands and grabbed the two by the 

neck like they were little chicks as he walked toward the Temple of Judgment. 

Along the way, Mu Hai and his uncle were pleading non-stop. 

“Lu Benwei, let us go. We’re all brothers, we can discuss this!” 

Mu Hai’s face was pale, and his body was trembling. His bones were broken by Lu Benwei and he could 

not struggle at all. 

“Who’s your brother?” Lu Benwei indifferently replied. 

At this time, Mu Wende suddenly laughed coldly. His voice was extremely piercing, and Lu Benwei could 

not help but frown. 



“Shut up! Don’t you want your remaining teeth?” 

Mu Wende continued to laugh coldly. 

“Lu Benwei, you’d better put me down now, otherwise you won’t have time to regret when we reach 

the Temple of Judgment!” 

“Stubborn duck!” Yang Xiaofei sneered in disdain. 

“A dead duck’s mouth is stubborn?! But you’re all going to die soon.” Mu Wende laughed instead of 

getting angry. 

After a pause, Mu Wende smiled and said to Mu Hai, “Nephew, do you still remember your uncle?” 

Mu Hai was instantly puzzled. At this time, he still had the mood to chat. 

“Isn’t my uncle in the Northwest Army?” 

“Your uncle has returned from the Northwest Army,” Mu Wende said, “And he’s now serving in the 

Temple of Judgment. His position isn’t low.” 

“Really?” Mu Hai’s surprise turned into joy, and he saw hope again. 

“Of course, it’s true!” 

Mu Wende sneered and said to Lu Benwei, “Kid, I advise you to put me down and send me to the 

hospital. Get me the best doctor. If I don’t have any aftereffects in the future, I can forget about today’s 

matter.” 

When Lu Benwei heard this, there was no emotion in his eyes. He only raised his hand and slapped Mu 

Wende, making him faint. 

Mu Hai was watching at the side with fear in his heart, and he said sternly, “Lu Benwei, I’ll give you one 

last piece of advice. If you don’t put us down now, you’ll suffer later!” 

Lu Benwei raised his fist and coldly said, “You’re too noisy! I don’t care if you’re the Northwest Army or 

the head of the Temple of Judgment. You have committed a crime, so you must be punished. If he dares 

to break the law, he’ll end up like you!” 

Mu Hai suddenly shivered and felt a chill from his head to his feet. The next second, he shouted, “Very 

good, you have guts! I’m telling you, Lu Benwei, I have someone backing me at the temple. I’ll teach you 

a lesson!” 

“Then break free from where you are now.” 

After saying that, Lu Benwei gave Mu Hai a slap and knocked him out. The world suddenly became much 

quieter, and the two of them felt as if they were bathing in a spring breeze. 

Yang Xiaofei’s face was red at the moment. She suddenly whispered, “Brother Lu, you’ve changed.” 

“What have I become?” Lu Benwei asked. 

“You’re not someone who abhorred evil like this. I can’t recognize you now,” Yang Xiaofei laughed. 



“Yeah, after all, we haven’t seen each other for so many years.” Lu Benwei laughed dryly. 

At this time, Yang Xiaofei suddenly lowered her head and whispered, “Brother Lu, I’m sorry about what 

happened the other day. 

Previously, when Lu Benwei first met Yang Xiaofei, along with her best friend and Mu Hai, mocked him 

because he was a magician. 

Yang Xiaofei had always been brooding over this matter, and she would sometimes dream about it. 

“It’s been so long, I’ve long forgotten about it.” Lu Benwei waved his hand. 

Yang Xiaofei lowered her head again and kept digging back and forth with her hands together. 

“Then, Brother Lu, do you still remember the promise you made to me?” 

Her voice was soft, but it was just enough for the two of them to hear. 

Yang Xiaofei lowered her head and did not see Lu Benwei respond for a long time. When she raised her 

head again, she found that they had arrived at the Temple of Judgment. 

The temple guard saw Lu Benwei carrying the two unconscious people and immediately stopped him. 

“Stop! What are you doing here?” 

Lu Benwei and Yang Xiaofei made clear their intentions and identities, and the tone of the temple guard 

instantly eased a lot. 

“So, that’s how it is. Then follow me.” 

The temple guard took the two people from Lu Benwei’s hands. After that, he called for someone to 

lead Lu Benwei and Yang Xiaofei to a lounge. 

“You guys wait here for a while. Someone will come to take your statement.” 

Lu Benwei nodded. 

After the temple guard closed the door, Yang Xiaofei immediately became nervous. 

“Brother Lu, do you remember that Mu Wende said that he has a younger brother who works here? Will 

there be any mishaps because of him?” 
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The Temple of Judgment was very grand, and the overall architectural style was solemn and oppressive. 

Even the atmosphere in the lounge was overbearing. 

“What if they bite us back? What should we do?” Yang Xiaofei could not help but be nervous. 

Lu Benwei pondered for a while and then lightly said, “Don’t panic. Let’s wait and see how it goes.” 

After about half an hour, Lu Benwei and Yang Xiaofei saw that there was no movement from the temple, 

and their hearts gradually became uneasy. 

“Something’s wrong. Let’s leave.” 



As soon as he opened the door of the resting room, a group of temple guards in black and gold armor 

marched in. 

“What are you guys doing?” Lu Benwei frowned and asked in a cold voice. 

As soon as he finished speaking, a young man in a black robe who looked somewhat similar to Mu 

Wende walked in. 

“What are we doing? We’re bringing you to justice!” 

Sure enough, Lu Benwei’s most worrying thing happened. 

“As expected, they are in cahoots. Hmph, snakes and rats in a nest. All three of them, no, the whole 

family, are all bad people!” Lu Benwei scolded coldly. 

Mu Wende’s younger brother, who was also Mu Hai’s uncle, was called Mu Youde. He was the leader of 

the investigation division of the Temple of Judgment holy, and his position was not low. 

Upon hearing this, Mu Youde’s eyes flashed with a trace of maliciousness. 

“Hmph, as a division leader of the Temple of Judgment, I’ve seen all kinds of criminals, but I’ve never 

seen someone like you. Not only did you beat someone up, but you also personally sent him to the 

Temple of Judgment. How audacious!” 

Yang Xiaofei immediately became anxious. “You’re talking nonsense. It was Mu Wende who wanted to 

escape first.” 

Before she could finish, Mu Youde shouted coldly, “How dare you? There are witnesses here, and you 

still want to deny it?” 

After saying that, he clapped his hands, and two people pushed two wheelchairs in. Mu Wende and Mu 

Hai were sitting in wheelchairs respectively. 

When the two saw Lu Benwei and Yang Xiaofei, they immediately cried, “It’s them, it’s them!” 

Their tone was filled with fear and heartache, making people think that their families had been 

murdered by Lu Benwei. 

“Uncle, you have to help us!” Mu Hai wiped his nose and tears. 

“Because of Lu Benwei, we were trapped in the Wushui secret realm and were almost trampled by the 

monsters. It wasn’t easy for us to lead my students out, but we were blocked by Lu Benwei at the 

entrance and beaten up.” Mu Wende was also extremely “frightened” at the moment, and his body 

trembled because of “fear”. 

“There’s a traitor in our team. The traitor colluded with Lu Benwei and wanted to rob us of all our 

belongings. If it wasn’t for Mu Hai and me fighting to the death, my group of students would have died 

in their hands.” 

It had to be said that these two people were good at acting. Reversing black and white, telling the story 

so vividly. It was a pity that there was a loophole in the story. 



Lu Benwei laughed coldly and then said, “Your story is pretty good, but there’s one thing I have to say. 

I’m a student from Zhejiang Hunter University. My uniform and school badge can prove it. The reason 

I’m here is because I’ve taken on a mission. That is to save people in the Wushui secret realm.” 

Lu Benwei took out his phone and showed the mission he received. Unexpectedly, the temple guards 

remained unmoved and continued to look at him coldly. Some of them even looked at him with ridicule. 

At first, Lu Benwei thought that the other guards were just temporarily deceived by Mu Hai’s uncle. If he 

took out some evidence, their lies would be exposed. Unexpectedly, this group of temple guards was 

just like them, working together. To be precise, this group of people was Mu Youde’s lackeys! 

Even if Yang Xiaofei had solid evidence on her, it would not help. Mu Youde and his lackeys would turn 

black into white! 

“So, they are all one family.” Lu Benwei sneered. 

Mu Wende licked his teeth, revealing his sinister white teeth. “Lu Benwei, I told you on the way here to 

treat me better. It’s too late to know now!” 

In the next second, Mu Youde’s lackeys took a step forward and squeezed Lu Benwei and Yang Xiaofei 

into a corner. 

“Lu Benwei, Yang Xiaofei, I have the power to sentence you under the Dragon Kingdom’s laws.” Mu 

Youde sneered. 

“The two of you attacked your own kind in the secret realm. Your crimes cannot be forgiven! Now, I’m 

arresting you according to the law!” 

With that, one of the temple guards made his move. 

One of the guards was a head taller than Lu Benwei, and he wanted to use his height advantage to 

arrest Lu Benwei. 

Mu Wende, who was sitting in a wheelchair, suddenly had a dark expression. “Youde, be careful. This 

guy’s strength is very high. He can even defeat a level-50 Gem Elephant.” 

“He’s just a student of Zhejiang Hunter University,” Mu Youde said nonchalantly, “He can’t cause any 

trouble. In my place, a dragon has to coil up, and a tiger has to lie down.” 

“Uncle, really, it’s better to be careful.” Mu Hai could not help but advise. 

Mu Youde was still unconcerned and waved his hand. “Don’t worry, my subordinates are all level-50 

second class hunters. He can fight one giant Gem Elephant, but can he defeat a group of them?” 

After a pause, he continued, “Look at how he beat you up. I heard that the students at Zhejiang Hunter 

University have at least one or two treasures on them. I’ll beat him up later, strip him of his clothes, and 

sell his treasures to treat your illness.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a person flew over his head. The temple guard flew up like a shrimp and 

pierced through the roof. 



There was an office on the second floor. The young lady who was working saw a person’s head growing 

out of the ground and suddenly screamed in shock. 

Everyone below was stunned. They had seen Lu Benwei send their comrade flying with one punch. That 

person was at level 50! 

Everyone sucked in a cold breath. 

Shocking! 

Terrifying! 

It was unbelievable! 

A series of expressions changed on their faces. Mu Youde gritted his teeth. “What are you still standing 

there for? Hurry up!” 

A group of people swarmed up. In the narrow space, they did not dare to use powerful skills and could 

only use their physical strength to attack Lu Benwei. 

On the other hand, Lu Benwei’s physical strength was terrifying. Using the four skills, he completely 

suppressed them in terms of strength. 

“Boom!” 

With a punch, only a crisp breaking sound could be heard. It was unknown whether it was armor or 

bones. 

This group of temple guards had no power to fight back under Lu Benwei’s fists. 

In the blink of an eye, the group of people fell, leaving only Mu Youde, Mu Wende, and his nephew, who 

were staring at each other in disbelief. 
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Lu Benwei’s eyes were extremely cold, making the three people’s hair stand on end and they gasped. 

Lu Benwei relied on his physical strength to beat a large number of powerful level-50 hunters. 

Terrifying! 

Horror! 

It was unbelievable! 

After a few breaths, Mu Youde gritted his teeth and said, “I don’t believe that a student from Zhejiang 

Hunter University can do everything!” 

The group of people who had been beaten by Lu Benwei had followed him on the battlefield for many 

years, but they could not even take one punch from a student. It was a great humiliation! 

“Go to hell!” 



Mu Youde condensed a huge fireball. In an instant, the entire room was so hot that even the walls were 

about to melt. 

Yang Xiaofei was so scared that she could not speak. 

In such a small space, Mu Youde and his two nephews would definitely be hurt. How did they dare to? 

However, Yang Xiaofei was more worried about Lu Benwei and herself than the three of them. 

Mu Youde’s level was around level 55, and he was also a powerful second-revolution fire magician. 

“Boom!” 

An earth-shattering explosion hit Lu Benwei and the other men. The waves of flames were like ferocious 

monsters that flipped the roof over. Layer after layer of heat waves rolled over. 

Mu Wende and Mu Hai, who were sitting in wheelchairs, were flipped over by the monstrous heat wave. 

They rolled out with the wheelchair. 

They had already suffered heavy injuries, and after rolling on the ground a few times, the bones that had 

been set back with great difficulty were broken again. The uncle and nephew were lying on the ground, 

screaming in pain. 

Mu Youde’s situation was not good either. The heat waves swept through, and his face was even darker 

than the bottom of a pot. 

The explosion attracted many people. 

“What’s going on?” someone asked with a frown. 

Mu Youde picked himself up from the ground, dusted his hands, and said, “It’s nothing. I just taught two 

stubborn kids a lesson.” 

At this time, a strong wind blew past, blowing away the thick smoke and dust. 

Lu Benwei and Yang Xiaofei were covered in a layer of white holy light armor. 

“How did this happen?!” Mu Youde was shocked. 

Everyone’s mouths were wide open in shock. 

The young man in front of him was not even twenty years old. How could he be unscathed from such a 

powerful attack? 

“The strength of the Temple of Judgment isn’t that great, but your ability to distort the truth is 

amazing!” Lu Benwei sneered and mocked. 

Mu Youde was furious, and a shiny black staff appeared in his hand. 

“Boom!” 

A huge fireball instantly condensed, and its power became even stronger. 



Lu Benwei did not want to be outdone. He stared at the Heavenly Light Shield and took on the huge 

fireball. He circulated his light and dark bloodlines, using only his physical strength to resist the intense 

heat. 

The heat made everyone unable to open their eyes, and the temperature in the hall of the temple rose 

exponentially. 

The surrounding crowd was filled with confusion. 

“This brat seems to think he’s been wronged, so he started fighting with division leader Mu?” 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei came out of the fireball, his body burned red and black, like a monster lord returning from 

hell. With a punch, Mu Youde was sent flying. 

Lu Benwei used his Lightning Speed and instantly appeared behind Mu Youde. 

“Boom!” 

Another heavy blast was fired, and Mu Youde coughed up blood! 

“You brat, you’ve forced me to do this!” 

Mu Youde lost his mind and raised his staff, shouting, “Fire Magic: Fire Rain! 

A cloud of black smoke instantly condensed on the roof. It was very thick. 

“Swish!” 

Countless balls of flames fell, incinerating all living beings! 

Lu Benwei sneered, stomped on the ground heavily, and soared into the air. His fists moved quickly, and 

stars surrounded his body. 

“Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh!” 

He waved the Myriad Light Fist, and the stars exploded! The stars and the fiery rain collided and were 

instantly drowned. 

The other people of the temple saw this and joined the battle. 

“Presumptuous! How can you, a little brat, be so rude to the Temple of Judgment?” 

“No matter if you have committed a crime or not, over here, you must be respectful!” 

After saying that, everyone slammed the table and stood up, using their skills to resist the stars. 

Yang Xiaofei was stunned. Her red lips opened slightly, and her eyes were full of disbelief. 

“Is this the ability Lu Benwei should have?” 

The others were also greatly shocked. The kid in front of him was only twenty years old, but the strength 

he displayed was extraordinary. 



Even if they were afraid of destroying the Temple of Judgment, they had more people, and each of them 

could drown him with their saliva. 

An assassin expert dodged and moved in the air, drawing strange curves that could not be seen by the 

naked eye. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes flashed with a cold light. Under the eye of insight, all ghosts and spirits could not hide, 

including level-50 assassins. 

The second level of Lightning Speed was released, and he instantly arrived in front of the assassin. 

A trace of doubt flashed in the assassin’s eyes. In the next second, he used his speed enhancing skill to 

avoid Lu Benwei’s powerful punch. 

“Boom!” 

With a dull explosion, Lu Benwei punched into the wall, and it instantly cracked like a spider web, then 

collapsed and smoke rose. 

“Hiss!” 

The assassin’s eyes were filled with shock. He took a deep breath and thought, ‘What terrifying physical 

strength. If I were to receive this punch, I’m afraid I’d have to lie in bed for a few days. Fortunately, his 

speed is slower than mine. I can use my speed to capture him.’ 

When he came back to his senses, he found that Lu Benwei had already flashed in front of him. The 

assassin’s eyes almost popped out. “How is that possible?” 

His feet shook as he tried to distance himself from Lu Benwei. His speed was very fast, and in the blink of 

an eye, he was four or five body lengths away from Lu Benwei. 

However, Lu Benwei’s speed was even faster. With a thought, he used the third level of Lightning Speed 

and arrived in front of the assassin in the blink of an eye. 

“Boom!” 

With another powerful and thunderous strike, he knocked out an assassin expert. Everyone sucked in a 

breath of cold air and exclaimed in unison, “What kind of monster is this?” 

Lu Benwei’s strength made them unable to be careless. The two powerful magicians joined forces and 

cast a spell. 

“Ice and Snow!” 

The entire space was instantly filled with heavy snow, and a thick layer of ice formed on the ground and 

walls. 

“I’ve already reduced this guy’s speed. Everyone, let’s go!” 

A group of warriors and paladins responded in unison, waving their weapons and attacking Lu Benwei. 

The Ice and Snow did not affect Lu Benwei in the slightest. Holy Key’s Sage’s light bloodline circulated, 

and a steady stream of light power helped him dissolve the negative effects of the ice and snow. 



However, with so many of them attacking at once, Lu Benwei found it extremely difficult to fight, and he 

gradually retreated. 

Chapter 198 The Chief of the Temple of Judgment 

The previous group of people had been beaten up by Lu Benwei because they were in cahoots with Mu 

Youde, Mu Wende, and Mu Hai. They were like snakes and rats in a nest, so they deserved it. 

However, this group of people only fulfilled their duties and guarded the temple. 

Lu Benwei suddenly stopped and moved four or five body lengths away from the crowd. 

“Everyone, I have no intention of causing trouble. I just want to get justice,” Lu Benwei said. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Mu Youde immediately began his defense! 

!! 

“Cut the crap. Attacking your own kind in the secret realm is a heinous crime!” 

Lu Benwei replied coldly, “Mu Youde, you’re slandering me. There are witnesses and physical evidence. 

Do you dare to stand up and confront me?” 

Would Mu Youde dare to? Of course, he did not dare! 

Mu Youde let out a violent roar, and a ball of flame with a terrifyingly high temperature was like a snake, 

biting at Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei threw out the Holy Light Shield to block. 

At this time, everyone from the Temple of Judgment noticed something strange and was about to stop 

Mu Youde. 

On the other hand, Mu Youde was already hysterical and went completely crazy. He cast a teleportation 

spell and passed through the blockade. 

In an instant, Mu Youde appeared above Lu Benwei’s head. 

“Magic: Flame Blast Cross!” 

The staff in Mu Youde’s hand flickered with a very bright flame. A cross-shaped flame condensed with 

an astonishing aura. The temperature of the flame was extremely terrifying as if it could melt the entire 

hall! 

Everyone trembled in unison, thinking that Mu Youde had gone crazy. 

“Mu Youde, if you do this, everyone will think that you’re hiding something!” 

“Stop! You’ll destroy the Temple of Judgment!” 

It was too late. The cross-shaped flame blast had already been blasted out. The heat waves were 

monstrous, and the waves of fire swept across. 

“Kid, be careful!” 



Someone reminded Lu Benwei loudly, wanting to save him, but he was suppressed by the monstrous 

flames. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes were calm as he silently branded the Ancient Sword of Clarity. 

“Swish!” 

The sword hummed as if the souls of the dead were howling. 

“Divine Sword of Destruction!” 

The sword light instantly soared into the sky, shocking the world and extremely terrifying! It exuded a 

terrifying aura that was invisible, even overshadowing the threatening heat waves. 

“Boom!” 

The two skills collided, and the resulting wind caused the walls to collapse. Debris and dust flew 

everywhere, and even the roof of the temple was torn off. Everyone’s bodies trembled violently. 

“With such a powerful skill, I’m afraid that Mu Youde and that young man are gone.” 

Before he finished, everyone saw Lu Benwei’s figure. He was still completely unscathed and in perfect 

condition. 

“This…” 

Everyone was dumbfounded. Such a powerful collision of two skills, but this young man who was not 

even twenty years old was unscathed. 

Lu Benwei was a bit stunned. 

The power of the Divine Sword of Destruction must be greater than the cross-shaped flame blast. “Why 

is Mu Youde unscathed?” 

At this moment, a figure appeared and let out a deep and powerful groan. 

“Who is causing trouble in the Temple of Judgment?” 

“It’s the hall master!” Everyone’s expression changed. 

“The hall master has made his move!” 

The smoke and dust completely dispersed, revealing the figure of a man. Every breath he took revealed 

a majestic aura. 

Cold sweat broke out on Mu Youde’s forehead. “Hall Master Junjun, you’ve returned?” 

The chief of the Temple of Judgment blocked their attacks, preventing the destruction of the hall. 

“Mu Youde, tell me what’s going on,” he said coldly. 

“This student named Lu Benwei injured my nephew and brother in the secret realm. I led a team to 

capture him, but I didn’t expect to be met with his stubborn resistance.” 



“Oh? Is that so? But why did I see this student called Lu Benwei personally escort your nephew and 

brother to the temple?” the chief of the Temple of Judgment asked coldly. 

Mu Youde trembled in fear and knelt on the ground with a thud. 

“Hall Master, please be clear. It was my brother and nephew who deceived me, causing me to be 

momentarily possessed. Please forgive me, Hall Master!” 

Mu Youde saw that the situation was not right and immediately knelt to admit his mistake. 

“Hmph!” 

The chief snorted coldly, exuding a terrifying pressure. 

“The truth is clear, but you’re still quibbling. It was you, Mu Youde, who found out the truth and covered 

up for your brother and nephew. If it weren’t for Lu Benwei’s strength, he’d have been deceived by you. 

The image of the Temple of Judgment has been smeared by you.” 

Mu Youde’s body shivered, and he said in a trembling voice, “Hall Master, I know I was wrong. Please let 

me go!” 

After saying that, he stretched out his left and right hands to slap his own cheeks. 

“Pa!” 

“Pa!” 

… 

When the chief of the Temple of Judgment saw this, he flicked his sleeves and directly sent Mu Youde 

flying dozens of meters away, penetrating the hall. 

“Go, take him to jail.” 

“Yes!” 

The chief looked at the unconscious uncle and nephew on the ground and suddenly laughed coldly. 

“Such an intense battle, but these two aren’t affected at all.” 

He waved his hand and beckoned to the others. “You can leave first. Also, escort these two people to 

the prison. They’ll be dealt with later.” 

“Yes!” 

The crowd did not dare to delay. After they responded, they carried the uncle and nephew away. 

At this time, only the chief, Lu Benwei, and Yang Xiaofei were left in the ruins. For a moment, the 

atmosphere was a little quiet and awkward. 

The Temple of Judgment was in charge of the city’s punishment trials, and the chief of the temple was 

very prestigious. 

It was Yang Xiaofei’s first time seeing such a powerful person, so she hid behind Lu Benwei nervously. 



Finally, the chief of the Temple of Judgment spoke, his voice no longer cold. 

“Lu Benwei, the number one freshman at Zhejiang Hunter University.” The chief laughed. 

“No, he’s probably the no. 1 player at Zhejiang Hunter University.” 

Yang Xiaofei was shocked by his first sentence. 

“Lu Benwei is the number one freshman at Zhejiang Hunter University?” Yang Xiaofei was shocked. 

She had long been curious about Lu Benwei’s strength, but she did not have time to ask him along the 

way. It was not until now that she knew the answer. 

At this time, the chief spoke again, “Let me introduce myself. My name is Li Tianchang, the chief of the 

Temple of Judgment in Jiujiang City. I’ve heard of your name before. I know that you’re the one who 

contributed greatly to pacifying the demonic monster riot in Northwind Mountain.” 

Yang Xiaofei was shocked by his words. She had heard about the demonic monster riot in Northwind 

Mountain before. She knew that a peerless genius had saved all the people who were training there 

from danger. She just did not expect this person to be Lu Benwei. 
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Unexpectedly, Li Tianchang’s next sentence almost scared Yang Xiaofei to death. 

“That’s right, was it yesterday or the day before yesterday, the earth-shaking phenomenon in the 

temple of awakening was also caused by you?” 

Yang Xiaofei covered her mouth in shock. She did not expect Lu Benwei, who had once grown up with 

her, to have so many secrets. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei’s eyes were as calm as an ancient well, without any pride. 

“Hall Master Li, may I ask what kind of punishment Mu Hai, Mu Wende, and Mu Youde will receive?” 

!! 

Li Tianchang’s eyes narrowed. After thinking for a moment, he said, “Although the three of them aren’t 

worthy of the death penalty, they will probably have to spend the rest of their lives in prison.” 

Lu Benwei nodded, satisfied with the result. Then, he looked at Yang Xiaofei. 

“How is it? As the party involved, are you satisfied with the result?” 

Yang Xiaofei fell into silence. As the person who had experienced the incident, Yang Xiaofei had almost 

lost her virginity. Thinking of the faces of Mu Hai and Mu Wende, Yang Xiaofei wished she could cut 

them into a thousand pieces. 

However, the greatest punishment for the two of them was to be locked up in prison for the rest of their 

lives. Yang Xiaofei hesitated for a while, but finally nodded. 

Lu Benwei heaved a sigh of relief. 



After that, Li Tianchang brought the two of them to take their statements and examine the wounds on 

Yang Xiaofei’s body. 

After everything was done, Li Tiancheng sent Lu Benwei and Yang Xiaofei out of the temple. 

At this time, Lu Benwei realized how big of a commotion he had just caused. Half of the grand and 

solemn temple was intact, while the other half was completely broken. 

Lu Benwei touched the back of his head and smiled bitterly. “Hall Master Li, I’m really sorry about this.” 

Unexpectedly, Li Tianchang, who had always been solemn, laughed and said, “It’s fine. Moreover, most 

of the blame for this matter should be placed on the culprits. It definitely can’t be placed on you.” 

Lu Benwei heaved a sigh of relief and said, “Then, Hall Master Li, we’ll meet again.” 

“We’ll meet again.” Li Tianchang waved goodbye. “By the way, send my regards to Chen Yuan.” 

Lu Benwei nodded and left the temple with Yang Xiaofei. On the way back, Yang Xiaofei kept her head 

down while chatting with Lu Benwei. 

“Brother Lu, you’ve really changed a lot,” suddenly, Yang Xiaofei said. 

“Is that so?” Lu Benwei asked. 

Yang Xiaofei nodded. “You’ve become so powerful. You even made me think that we weren’t in the 

same circle.” 

“You little girl, what are you thinking about?” Lu benwei was speechless. “We’re childhood friends and 

grew up together. How can we not be in the same circle?” 

“Just childhood friends?” 

“What else?” 

When Yang Xiaofei heard this, she silently lowered her head. 

After a long silence, Lu Benwei finally broke the awkwardness. “By the way, what are your plans after 

you return?” 

Yang Xiaofei raised her head and pondered for a moment. “I want to go back and take the hunter 

postgraduate exam.” 

“A hunter research student?” 

“Yes, I’m going to be a graduate student at Zhejiang Hunter University.” Yang Xiaofei nodded. “I’m one 

year older than you. That way, I can still be on the same campus as you in your fourth year.” 

“Why do you want to be on the same campus as me?” Lu Benwei chuckled and joked. “Don’t tell me you 

still want me to release the dog and chase it up to a tree to cry?” 

Yang Xiaofei was stunned for a moment, then her face immediately turned red. She reached out her 

hand and was about to hit Lu Benwei. 



Lu Benwei laughed as he dodged. “Please don’t hit me again. My butt hurts when I think about it that 

night.” 

Countless memories flooded her mind. Yang Xiaofei laughed and scolded. “In my opinion, Mr. and Mrs. 

Lu were too lenient.” 

Lu Benwei waved his hand. “Alright, alright. We’re at your school. It’s time to part ways.” 

Yang Xiaofei was stunned. She looked up and found that they had arrived at the gate of East Ocean 

Hunter University. 

“Do you want to come to our school for a visit?” Yang Xiaofei was very reluctant and offered. 

“No thanks, I still have to go back and submit my mission.” Lu Benwei waved his hand. 

“Alright, then…” 

Yang Xiaofei reluctantly said goodbye to Lu Benwei and then watched him get into the car. 

… 

Lu Benwei went straight to the mission center after he returned to Zhejiang Hunter University. 

When Lu Benwei arrived, everyone unconsciously made way for him. At this time, the big-bellied person 

in charge of the mission center happened to be there. 

After seeing Lu Benwei’s figure, the person in charge opened his mouth in disbelief. 

“Lu Benwei, have you completed your mission?” 

“Of course!” Lu Benwei replied directly. 

Then, he handed the certificate issued by the East Sea Hunter University to the big-bellied man. The big-

bellied man took it and looked at it carefully under the light. 

After confirming that there was no mistake, the big-bellied man gulped and said, “Congratulations, you 

have passed the mission.” 

After a pause, he continued, “Based on the difficulty of this mission, we’ll apply for additional rewards 

from the school.” 

Lu Benwei shrugged his shoulders, indicating that he did not care. He just wanted to exchange for the 

Heavenly Demon Scale as soon as possible. 

At this time, the big-bellied man said hesitantly, “I heard that the monster that trapped East Ocean 

Hunter University students was a level-50 monster. Did you really kill it alone?” 

Lu Benwei nodded. In truth, he really did not think that the Gem Elephant would be that hard to deal 

with. 

He activated his four major enhancement skills and bloodline power, then used the Divine Sword of 

Destruction, and killed him in one move. Even so, the scene still shocked many students at East Ocean 

Hunter University. 



So, when they found out that Lu Benwei was younger than them, they still respectfully called him 

master. 

The big-bellied man was stunned and sighed. “Indeed, heroes come from the youngsters!” 

Lu Benwei ignored him and left the mission hall. 

[Ding! Your mission reward has been released. Please check and receive it.] 

Seeing that his credit account had a million credits, Lu Benwei did not say anything and went to the 

Resource Center next door. 

After exchanging for the Heavenly Demon Scale, Lu Benwei returned to the dormitory and summoned 

the wolf cub. 

“Little wolf, are you ready?” Lu Benwei said softly. 

“Howl!” 

The little wolf howled in response. 

Therefore, Lu Benwei followed Su Ya’er’s instructions and condensed the essence of the Heavenly 

Demon Scale, dripping it on the wolf cub’s head. 

Then, a strange pattern appeared on the wolf cub’s body, followed by a purple ring of light that 

emerged from the wolf cub’s head to its tail. 

The wolf cub was reborn, its body size doubled, and it exuded a sharp aura. This also proved that the 

Dark Moon Wolf had successfully broken through its bottleneck. 

Lu Benwei was celebrating with the wolf cub when the school bell suddenly rang. 

“All the teachers and students at Zhejiang Hunter University, assemble!” 

Chapter 200 The National Class Tournament 

Lu Benwei was stunned. This bell represented the order for the entire school to assemble. No matter 

what mission the students or teachers were on, they had to return to the school. 

Lu Benwei took out his phone. 

[All teachers and students, please gather at the public square at 10 am tomorrow!] 

[All teachers and students, please gather at the public square at 10 am tomorrow!] 

[All teachers and students, please gather at the public square at 10 am tomorrow!] 

!! 

… 

He had received several messages in a row, which showed how important tomorrow’s event was. 

At that moment, Zhejiang Hunter University’s internal forum was in an uproar. 



“What’s going on?” 

“Three assembly orders in a row. Could it be that the front line of defense has been broken through, and 

they want us to join the army on the battlefield?” 

“Forget it. If you go to the front line, the world will be destroyed even faster.” 

Many students were making fun of him on the forum, and it was very lively. 

Lu Benwei glanced at it and felt bored. He was about to turn off his phone and go to wash up when a 

post attracted his attention. 

“The whole school has gathered. Do you think the seniors who are out on missions or training will come 

back?” 

“Big brother, that’s a school-wide assembly order. Don’t even mention carrying out missions outside. 

Even if you’re swallowed by a fierce monster, you have to find a way to get him to sh*t you out and then 

come back.” 

“You’re so disgusting.” 

“The spirit hunt competition isn’t for the whole school to participate in?” Lu Benwei was stunned. “It’s 

actually for the older students…” 

“They’re not even participating in such an important competition like the spirit hunt competition. It’s 

enough to show that the strength of these teachers outside can’t be underestimated.” 

Lu Benwei did not think too much about it. He shrugged his shoulders, dropped his phone, and turned 

around to wash up. 

… 

The next day, at 9:30 am, at the square of Zhejiang Hunter University. 

Students from different classes and academies were looking for their own seats. It was bustling with 

activity and very crowded. 

Lu Benwei finally identified the direction of the general star class and was about to go over when he felt 

a sharp pain in his foot. Someone had stepped on his foot. 

In this situation, it was normal for someone to step on each other’s foot. Lu Benwei did not care and just 

looked up at the person. 

Unexpectedly, the man frowned and said with dissatisfaction, “What are you looking at, you stinky 

freshman?” 

“You stepped on my foot first.” Lu Benwei’s voice became cold. 

“So what? This is our academy’s land. Not only did you barge in, but you’re also blaming me for 

accidentally stepping on your foot?” 

At this moment, the senior’s dissatisfaction attracted the attention of the people around him. 



“Alright, Fang Wei, this is a first-year kid. Don’t be angry with him.” 

Then, someone came up and waved impatiently at Lu Benwei, “Alright, first-year kid, stop looking. Hurry 

up and find your seat.” 

Lu Benwei’s eyes became very cold, and he said, “I hope when you step on those who are stronger than 

you and have higher status than you outside the school, you can be as confident as you are today.” 

Then, Lu Benwei hit the man named Fang Wei who stepped on his foot and walked straight to the 

general stars class. 

Fang Wei was forced to retreat. If not for the human wall behind him, he would have fallen to the 

ground. 

The people beside him were also stunned, their expressions slightly surprised! 

“Do all the freshmen nowadays have such disrespect for their seniors?” 

Fang Wei was so angry that he waved his fists and wanted to settle the score with Lu Benwei. However, 

Lu Benwei had long been submerged in the sea of people. 

At this moment, Fang Wei’s friend also ridiculed. “Damn it, I just came back from school and this 

happened. I must find this new student after the tournament and teach him what respect is.” 

At the same time, at the general stars class. 

Chu Yan, who was wearing a brown coat and black silk, was standing on her tiptoes, looking for her 

target in the crowd. After a moment, her eyes lit up and she waved her arms. “Annoying fellow, over 

here.” 

Lu Benwei found Chu Yan’s figure and immediately squeezed over. When he arrived, he realized that 

everyone in the general stars class had already left. 

Li Muchen glanced at his watch coldly and said, “Lu Benwei, you’re late again. The time I set was 9:50. 

The whole class should be here. It’s 9:55 now.” 

Lu Benwei touched the back of his head and said in embarrassment, “Teacher Li, something happened 

on the way.” 

Chu Yan leaned over and looked into Lu Benwei’s eyes. 

“Tell me, did someone want to cause you trouble on the way here? Tell big sister, I’ll help you find 

justice.” 

Lu Benwei’s mouth twitched because he really did not know if Chu Yan was joking or if she really saw 

through his thoughts. 

Just as he was about to open his mouth, an ear-piercing sound of electricity came from the platform in 

front of the square. In an instant, the entire noisy crowd quieted down, and many people covered their 

ears. 



In the next second, the platform was filled with smoke. The students below the stage were all shocked. 

Just as they were about to make a ruckus, they realized that figures had appeared in the smoke. 

Chen Yuan, the vice principal, Liu Yi, Wang Wei, and Jian Jia were the leaders of the University. Even the 

top ten geniuses of Zhejiang Hunter University were behind them. 

Liu Yi’s face and ears turned red from the smoke, and his throat itched. In order not to lose his image in 

front of the students, he forcibly endured it. 

However, he still could not help but complain to Chen Yuan, “Principal, is it necessary for us to make an 

appearance like this?” 

Chen Yuan’s situation was similar to his. He gritted his teeth and said, “Of course. There are so many 

students watching. It’s fine to make a little sacrifice if you have a cool entrance.” 

On the other side, Wang Wei could not help but sigh. He was secretly lamenting why he had such a 

funny principal. 

After the smoke dispersed, it was 10 o’clock. 

Chen Yuan took a step forward. His eyes became determined as he scanned the square. 

“Time’s up, I won’t wait any longer.” 

After clearing his throat, Chen Yuan’s voice became deep and powerful. Even without the microphone, 

his voice could be heard by every student. 

Many students could not help but stop and perk up their ears to listen carefully. 

“I’ve issued an order to gather all the teachers and students in the school. As for the purpose, some 

people might have found out about it through their mentors or the fourth-year seniors.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the area for the first and second-year students was crowded with 

people, whispering to each other. 

“What’s the matter?” 

“It looks like it’s very important. Even the top ten evildoers are standing behind the school leaders with 

a serious faces.” 

“Don’t tell me we’re really going to the front line?” 

The voices from the group of freshmen attracted the ridicule of many third-and fourth-year seniors. 

“A new student acting as a new student. He hasn’t seen the world.” 

“You don’t even know about that?” 

At this moment, Chen Yuan cleared his throat. 

“Alright, I won’t keep you in suspense. The National Class Tournament is about to begin!” 

 


